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Two characterizations for neutral elements in modular lattices are given. 
The purpose of this note is to characterize the neutrality in modular lattices by 
means of a betweenness relation. There are several betweenness relations in 
lattices and the following three can be found, e.g., in Padmanabhan’s paper [6], 
where (a, z, b) always means that z is between a and b, and in addition 
B(a,z,b) means (ar\z)v(bAz)=z=(avz)A(bvz), 
C(a,z,b) means (aAz)v(bAz)=z=(aAb)vz, 
C*(a,z,b) means (avz)r\(bvz)=z=(avb)Az. 
Padmanabhan proved that B(a, z, b) implies C(a, z, b) as well as C*(Q, z, b). 
Moreover the relations B, C and C* are equivalent in a lattice L if and only if L 
is modular [6, Theorem 41. Note that B(a, z, b) is equivalent to B(b, z, a); the 
same holds for the relations C and C*, too. 
An element n in a lattice L is neutral if and only if the equation (x A n)v 
o’An)V(XAY)=( x v n) A (y v n) A (x v y) holds all x, y E L. An element c is stan- 
dard if and only if the equation x A (c v y) = (x A c) v (x A y) is valid for all x, y E L, 
and c is distributive if and only if c v (x A y) = (c v x) A (c v y) holds for all x, y E L. 
The dual standardness (distributivity) of an element c is defined dually. A 
standard element is distributive, and a neutral element is standard as well as 
dually standard [4]. In a modular lattice an element c is neutral if and only if it is 
distributive [5]. 
Lemma 1. Let the element c of a lattice L be standard. Then C*(x, p, y), C*(x, p, c) 
and C*(y, p, c) hold for all x, y E L with p = (c v (x v y)) A (x v y). 
Proof. Consider first the relation C*(x, p, y). Clearly (xv y)~ p = p, and thus it 
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remains to show that (xvp)~(y vp) = p. Now 
(XVP)~(Y~P)=~~~[(~~(~~Y))~(~~Y)~~~~Y~[(~~(~~Y))~(~~Y)~ 
={XV(CA(XVY))V((XVY)A(XAY))}A{YV(CA(XVY))V((XVY)A(XAY))} 
(by the standardness of c) 
={XV(CA(XVY))}A{YV(CA(XVY))}=(XAY)V(CA(XVY)) 
(because c A(XV y) is standard, and thus distributive in the lattice (xv y] [4, 
Lemma 91) 
=[(XVY)AClV[(XVY)A(XAY)l 
=(xv~)A(cv(xA~)) (by the standardness of c) 
= P. 
Thus C*(x, p, y). 
The proof is analogous for C*(y, p, c) and C*(x, p, c), and hence omitted. 0 
The dual of Lemma 1 asserts that when c EL is dually standard, then C(x, p, y), 
C(x, p, c) and C(y, p, c) hold for all x, y E L with p = (c A (x v y)) v (x A y). When c 
is neutral, it is standard and dually standard, and 
(cA(~vy))v(x~y)=(~Ax)v(~~y)v(xAy) 
=(c~x)A(c~y)A(x~y)=(cv(xAy))A(xvy). 
Thus Lemma 1 and its dual imply the following 
Corollary 2. Let c E L be Q neutral element of a lattice L. Then B(x, p, y), B(x, p, c) 
and B(y, p, c) hold for all x, y E L with p = (x v c) A (y v c) A (x v y). 
A converse of Corollary 2 can be proved in modular lattices as done in 
Theorem 3. Let L be a modular lattice. An element c E L is neutral if and only if 
B(x, P, Y), B(x, p, c) and B(y, p, c) hold for all x, y E L with p = 
(CV(XAY))A(XVY). 
Proof. According to previous results it remains to prove the neutrality of c. The 
relation B(x, p, y) implies that 
P=(XAP)V(YAp) 
=[XA(CV(XAY))A(XVy)lV[YA(CV(XAy))A(XVy)l 
=[XA(CV(XAy))lV[yA(CV(XAy))] 
= [(x A c)v(x A y)]v[(y A c) v (x A y)] (by the modularity of L) 
=(xAc)v(yAc)v(x~y). 
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On the other hand B(x, p, y) implies that 
P=(xvP)A(YvP) 
={XV[(CV(XAY))A(XVY)l}A{YV[(CV(xAY))A(xVY)l} 
=[(xVY)A(xVCV(XAY))1A[(xVY)A(YVCV(xAY))l 
(by the modularity of L) 
=(Xvy)A(Xvc)A(yvc). 
By combining these results we obtain 
(XA~)V(XAC)V(~AC)=(XV~)A(XVC)A(~VC) for all x, yEL, 
which implies the neutrality of c. •i 
When c is a neutral element, then by Corollary 2 
(XA~)V(XAC)V(~AC)=(XV~)A(XVC)A(~VC)=~ 
satisfies the relations B(x, p, y), B(x, p, c) and B(y, p, c) for all x, y E L. The 
following theorem shows that p is unique. 
Theorem 4. Let c be a neutral element of a lattice L and x, y EL. If z is an element 
satisfying the relations B(x, z, y), I3(x, z, c) and B(y, z, c), then z = p = 
(~~y)A(Xvc)A(yvc). 
Proof. The relation B(x, z, c) implies C*(x, z, c), and thus z A (x v c) = z. Simi- 
larly, the relations B(y, z, c) and B(y, z, x) imply z = z A (y v c) and z = z A (x v y), 
respectively. Accordingly, z A p =ZA[(XVC)A(yVC)A(XAy)]=Z and thus p3Z. 
On the other hand, B(x, z, y) implies C(x, z, y), which mens that z = z v(x A y); 
similarly we obtain z = z v (x A c) = z v (y A c). The element p has, by the neutral- 
ity of c, also the expression (x A y) v (x A c) v (y A c). By combining these observa- 
tions we obtain z v p = z v (x A c) v (y A c) v (x A y) = z, whence z Z= p. Accordingly, 
pazzp, and p=z. Cl 
The following theorem combines the results of Theorems 3 and 4 and gives a 
further characterization of neutral elements in a modular lattice. 
Theorem 5. Let L be a modular lattice. An element c is a neutral element if and 
only if there exists for any pair x, y EL a unique element q EL such that the relations 
B(x, q, Y>, Bb, q, c> and NY, q, c) hold. 
Proof. The previous considerations show that if c is neutral, there is a unique 
element satisfying the relations in the theorem. Thus a converse proof is needed. 
When L is modular, there is for any three elements u, 21, w EL at least one 
element r satisfying the relations B(u, r, w), B(u, r, V) and B(w, r, U) (see e.g. 
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DraSkouiEovA [2, Theorem 2]), and then we can put r = (u v U) A (u v w) A (w v u). 
By using the dual of the proof of [2, Theorem 21 we see that also r = 
(UAU)V(UAW)V(WAU) satisfies the relations B(u, r, v), B(u, r, w) and B(w, r, u). 
Now, if c is an element such that for any x, y EL there is a unique element q 
satisfying the relations in theorem, we obtain that q = (x A y) v (x A c) v (y A c) = 
(xvy)~(xvc) A (y vc). This proves the neutrality of c. 0 
In a modular lattice (i.e. in a metric lattice) the relations B(u, r, w), B(u, r, U) 
and B(w, r, v) hold if and only if the equations d(u, w) = d(u, r)+d(r, w), 
d(u,v)=d(u,r)+d(r,v) and d(w,v)=d(w, r)+d(r,u) hold [3]. The element r is 
called then a median of u, w and O. Theorem 5 says that c is a neutral element in 
a modular lattice if and only if there is a unique median q for any two x, y E L and 
c. This is a property which can be transformed to graphs and partial lattices for 
defining the neutrality of an element; another approach can be found in the recent 
paper [l] of Cornish and Noor. 
Finally we prove a new connection between neutrality and standardness of an 
element in a lattice. 
Theorem 6. An element c is neutral in a lattice L if and only if c is standard and 
C(x, p, y) holds for every pair x, y EL with p = (c v (x A y)) A (x v y). 
Proof. When c is neutral, the assertion holds obviously. Thus we assume that c is 
standard. Then c is also distributive and p = (c v(x A y))~ (x v y) = 
(c v x) A (c v y) A (x v y). The relation C(x, p, y) implies that 
P=(X”P)V(Y”P) 
=(XA(CVY))Vo’A(CVx)) 
=((XAC)V(XA~))V((~AC)V(~AX)) (by the standardness of c) 
=(XAC)V(~AC)V(XAY). 
Thus 
(XA~)V(XAC)V(~AC)=(XV~)A(XVC)A(~VC) for any x, y EL, 
whence c is neutral. Cl 
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